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I t d tiIntroduction

Regular smoking in Scottish 15 year olds reduced from 15% to 
7% between 2008-2015 (SALSUS, 2016)

Smoking in 16-24 year olds also declining, 28% to 21% 
between 2008-2015 but prevalence still higher (SHeS)between 2008-2015, but prevalence still higher (SHeS)

16-24 year olds highlighted as a specific concerny g g p

40% of 16-24 year olds in the most deprived quintile are current 
k d ith 12% i th l t d i d i tilsmokers compared with 12% in the least deprived quintile 

(SHeS)
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I t d tiIntroduction

Aim: to explore inequalities in smoking beliefs, social contexts 
and behaviours among 16-24 year olds in Scotland

Methods:
i) detailed secondary analysis of data from the Scottish 
Health Survey 2012-2015

ii) qualitative interviews with purposively selected survey 
respondentsrespondents
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Smoking prevalence 16-24 year olds by deprivation, g p y y p ,
Scotland 2012-15 (SHeS)
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Smoking prevalence 16-24 year olds by deprivation, g p y y p ,
Scotland 2012-15 (SHeS)
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Smoking prevalence 16-24 year olds Scotland g p y
2012-2015 (SHeS)
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Q lit ti I t iQualitative Interviews 

Purposive sampling approach - recruited from SHeS sample

Sampling criteria: smoking status, age, gender, economic 
activity

Views on smoking, smoking behaviour and histories

Timeline grid and typical day grid
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Q lit ti Fi diQualitative Findings 

Key themes:

Occupational role and context

Social context

Domestic context
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O ti l S kiOccupational Smoking

There still appear to be opportunities to smoke and to start 
smoking at work 

‘Tell them you smoke…you'll 
get more breaks’ g

(F, 22, smoker)
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O ti l S kiOccupational Smoking
Th till t b t iti t k d t t tThere still appear to be opportunities to smoke and to start 
smoking at work

‘ at the hotel you weren't allowed a break…at the hotel you weren t allowed a break 
unless you were a smoker, so I used to go out 
with the smokers…and that’s when I’d have 
one…you can't be on a break if you're not 

having a fag…if the manager comes out, you 
need to be holding one!’need to be holding one!’ (M, 24, ex-smoker)
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O ti l S kiOccupational Smoking

‘I remember it was a pack of 10 JPS, because it was 
the cheapest fags there.  It was a case of I only had 
like a couple for the first few weeks…I didn’t actually 
enjoy it when I first started it at all It was just a caseenjoy it when I first started it at all.  It was just a case 
of now and again just going out for the sake of it, or if 

I'm getting really ticked off at work. But then, afterI m getting really ticked off at work.  But then, after 
about a few weeks, it was a case of smoking the 10, 

and then all of a sudden it's the 20, and then so it 
went on from there’ (M, 23, smoker)
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O ti l S kiOccupational Smoking
S ki tt d l i i d i ki d tSmoking pattern deeply ingrained in working day; as a stress 
relief, or as a habit that coincided with structured breaks;

‘…a quick moment of solace to go and bolster yourself’ 

‘And in the half hour break, you used to have two 
cigarettes and then my 15 minute I used to have one’cigarettes…and then my 15 minute I used to have one

‘ ki th ’ d t b d i h t k‘smoking more than ever’ due to boredom in her current work 
in a call centre
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O ti l S kiOccupational Smoking

Moderations in smoking due to working environment

‘I really didn’t like smoking on placements: coming back and 
dealing with patients, just stinking of fags. I just don’t think it's 

that professional’ (F 22 smoker)that professional  (F, 22, smoker)

‘Like I can smell it off me sometimes, so I have like a can o' e ca s e o e so e es, so a e e a ca o
deodorant in the locker room.  Chewing gum, mints.  

Something like that basically…so it's nice to be…come across 
t i t bl t th bli b i ll ’a certain way... er presentable to the public basically’             

(M, 20, smoker)
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S ki d d i kiSmoking and drinking
M j it f ti i t h d b d t ki hMajority of participants had been exposed to smoking when 
socialising:

‘It's just two things that go hand in hand, any smoker 
that drinks will tell you that it just goes hand in hand’ (M 23 smoker)that drinks will tell you that it just goes hand in hand  (M, 23, smoker)

I d b i l ki h d i kiIncreased tobacco consumption or only smoking when drinking:

‘I smoke quite a lot if I’m out drinking or whatever, but, q g , ,
apart from that, not really’ (M, 23, smoker)
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S ki d d i kiSmoking and drinking

Conflicting self-identities between the weekday 
‘controlled/structured’ smoker and the weekend ‘uncontrolled’ 
social smoker

Those that attempted to quit described the struggle to avoid 
the ‘fall back’ into smoking when drinkingthe fall back  into smoking when drinking
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S ki d li i i tSmoking and living circumstances

‘ then things took a turn when the current flatmate moved…then things took a turn when the current flatmate moved 
in, coz she's a smoker…and that's when I kinda started 

buying them again’ (M, 24, ex-smoker)

‘I'd just split up with my boyfriend of 3 years…so and 
because I was out of the house [parent’s home]…there 

was nobody telling me that I couldn’t so I just...think I done 
it [smoked] because I could’ (F 22 k )it [smoked] because I could’ (F, 22, ex-smoker)
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C l iConclusion 

Young adulthood is a time of considerable flux and transition -
smoking behaviours related to the nature of these transitions

Smoking still perceived as positive in certain social contexts -
d i i i b l li idespite increase in tobacco control policies 

Occupational transitions leading to increased smoking to 
relieve stress/boredom and to get breaks rather than to ‘fit-in’
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C l iConclusion 

Importance of maintaining smoke-free public places and 
policies to reduce the perceived desirable attributes of 
smokingsmoking

Need to create more positive working environments for youngNeed to create more positive working environments for young 
adults, addressing:

- the culture of smoking breaks g

- the types of working hours and conditions that may 
encourage smokingencourage smoking
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Questions?Questions?

Research Team: 
Hannah Delaney, Andy MacGregor, Stephen Hinchliffe (ScotCen) 
Amanda Amos (University of Edinburgh)

Contact: Hannah Delaney hannah.delaney@scotcen.org.uk


